MAY BARF DOG FOOD RECIPE

Ingredients

Beef Shoulder Blade Bone
Kangaroo
Chicken Breast
Lamb Lung
Goat Liver
Beef Kidney
Zucchini
Carrots
Broccoli
Kiwi Fruit
Strawberries
Parsley

Incorporate the season's freshest ingredients and take advantage of fantastic deals at your local market.

Please note that this may not accurately depict a complete raw BARF diet. We follow the BARF ratio, with occasional supplements as extras. Meals are balanced over time. Ingredients are mixed and blended to make it easy for my dogs to eat and absorb. Where possible, switch up the cuts of meat, organs, vegetables, raw meaty bones etc...daily, weekly or bi-weekly to suit. Consider vet advice for what is appropriate for your dog.